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Project Concept
A Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) is a ceramic-based multilayer device that currently involves expensive and time-consuming multi-step manufacturing. These fuel cells are manually assembled into
stacks resulting in extra steps for joining and sealing, introducing weak parts likely to fail. Since
current ceramics processing presents strong limitations in shape and complex design for manufacturing (more than 100 steps), industrially fabricated SOFC cells and stacks are expensive and
present low flexibility and long time-to-market.
The Cell3Ditor project will demonstrate the viability of 3D printing of technical ceramics as a
mass manufacturing technology for high-quality and cost-effective production of SOFC stacks
with monolithic architecture, embedded fluidics and customizable design.
Cell3Ditor follows the philosophy ‘From Powder to Power’ which covers the whole 3D printing
process from the nanomaterial to the SOFC functional stack and includes the main stakeholders
of the value chain in a coordinated action.
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Trends in Fuel Cells
Fuel cell industry remains in a challenging place. 2016 was a great success with shipments rising
again around 10% over the last year. In that race, SOFCs are well-established with ca. 16,000 shipments on 2016. Nowadays, there are at least 8 companies globally with a SOFC product, either
in market, or very close to market and the number of SOFC developers increased again on 2015.
Shipments by region (1,000 units)
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Trends in 3D ceramic printing
Advanced ceramics market is well-established, accounting for $118 million on 2015. On the other
hand, industry of 3D printing of ceramic materials is still embryonic. However, this market shows
the highest growth perspective within ceramics market for the next 2-3 years. A great opportunity arises for first movers who come into 3D printing of advanced ceramics.
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Ceramaker®
Within Cell3Ditor project, functionalities
of the ceramic 3D printer (Ceramaker®)
have been upgraded by hybridization with
other 3D printing technology: robocasting. This converts the Ceramaker® in the
first ceramic multi-material 3D printer of
the world.
The robocasting technology is integrated
into a robotic arm with up to 4 delivery
ports for extrusion of different materials.
The utilization of a sacrificial material allows the fabrication of hollow ceramic
structures.
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3D printing technology: SLA + Robocasting
Multi-materials opportunity
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3D printing technology: Inkjet printing

Special features provided by inkjet printing, i.e. flexibility, high
resolution, great coverage and low price, will be exploited by
Cell3Ditor project for the fabrication of functional SOFC components: electrolytes and electrodes.
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Nanometric Powders of functional materials

Our industry partner, Promethean Particles Ltd. synthesize nanometric powders of functional
materials within the project which we will employ later to build our system (i.e. the fuel cell).
Promethean’s Infinity-Series Reactor System
which has the capacity to produce over 1000
tonnes of nanomaterials a year.

Promethean’s Infinity-Series Reactor System
was designed, built and commissioned as part
of the EU funded FP7 project SHYMAN.
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Benefits of SOFC technology
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Source: General Electric (2015) GE-Fuel Cells the power of tomorrow
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